**BIRD® Specification sheet**

**Designation:** Bird Black - Bird White  / **Reference:** Black E0305 - White E0302

- **Type:** Compact 2-way sealed speaker
- **Drivers:** 5½” (14cm) Polyflex cone midbass, Aluminum dome tweeter
- **Frequency response (±3dB):** 70Hz – 25kHz
- **Low frequency point (-6dB):** 64Hz
- **Sensitivity (2.83V/1m):** 89dB
- **Nominal impedance:** 8 Ohms
- **Minimum impedance:** 3 Ohms
- **Crossover frequency:** 2500Hz
- **Recommended amplifier power:** 15 – 100W
- **Dimensions (H x W x D):** Tulipe: 283 x 166 x 181mm, Cocotte: 274 x 221 x 205mm
- **Weight:** 4.63lb (2.1kg)

**Bird**

- A true 2-way compact hifi loudspeaker
- Impressive sound power/dimension ratio with true bass frequencies
- Wall, ceiling or table mounting
- Flexible “Cocotte” and “Tulipe” stands supplied
- Fire and UV proof ABS body
- Optional floor stand

**Bird achieves the combination of compact proportions, clever and modern design, with the traditional acoustic loudspeaker performance. Versatile, it follows all your integration requirements on a shelf, wall, ceiling or on a dedicated optional floor stand, oriented towards the chosen direction: thanks to its integrated articulation system. Bird: the freedom of the huge sound.**